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golF around
the World
From the bustling capital of Japan to
the serenity of the French countryside,
this exclusive journey takes you to some
of the ﬁnest courses in the world. In
between rounds, spend your nights in
distinctive hotels and resorts, dine on the
ﬁnest local and international cuisine,
and travel in style aboard a private jet on
this incredible 23-day tour.

Tokyo, Japan

vancouver, british columbia
June 4. Arrive in Vancouver to begin your journey to some of
the best courses, unique hidden gems and exclusive touring
opportunities. Enjoy a welcome dinner and a pleasant night’s rest
before preparing to board our private jet for Japan. Or, plan to
arrive early for an optional round of golf.
Rosewood Hotel Georgia

tokyo, japan
June 5-8. Cross the international date line, losing a day en route,
before arriving in Tokyo. A city of constant rejuvenation, Tokyo is
alive with culture, both ancient and innovative. Our golf experience
kicks off at the Yokohama Country Club, site of the 2018 Japan
Open. Coore and Crenshaw completed a major renovation here in
2015, making this inviting course an ideal setting for our first round.
The rolling terrain is full of dramatic potential, with wide swooping
fairways giving way to large aprons surrounding wonderfully
contoured greens, whose sub-air system ensures ideal conditions
throughout the year.
Two full days in Tokyo give us plenty of time to both golf and
discover this fascinating capital. Whether it’s a guided tour through
the modern urban heart of the city; exploring the Imperial Palace
and the famous Meiji Shrine; channeling your inner warrior in a
Samurai sword lesson; or experiencing a traditional Japanese tea
ceremony, our first stop sets the stage for our journey to come.
The Ritz-Carlton, Tokyo

kunming, china
June 9-11. A crossroads of ancient China, dubbed “the Spring City”
for its benign weather, Kunming is the capital of Yunnan Province in
south central China. We play both Spring City Resort courses: the
Jack Nicklaus Mountain Course and the Robert Trent Jones, Jr. Lake
Course. The Lake Course is ranked among the world’s top 100 golf
courses, but both offer fantastic layouts with pristine conditioning.
The Mountain Course is forgiving off the tee, with well-bunkered
but receptive fairways featuring generous landing areas. Fast, wellshaped greens are the primary challenge on the Mountain. The Lake
Course is demanding off the tee on almost every hole; an accurate
tee ball will be critical to a good score.
Spring City Resort, China

Mount Everest, Nepal

Off the course, guests enjoy the wonders of Yunnan Province,
visiting the impressive limestone formations of Stone Forest
and taking a cable car into the Western Hills to discover the
tranquility and beauty surrounding Dianchi Lake; explore bustling
markets during a city tour of Kunming and experience an
authentic and traditional Chinese tea ceremony. Or, simply relax
and enjoy the calm of the superb full-service spa and hot springs
at Bolian Resort. Bolian Resort & Spa

singapore
June 12-14. Weaving a tapestry of cultures, modern Singapore
is a unique tropical city-state at the tip of the Malay Peninsula.
Our accommodations on Sentosa Island (Sentosa translates to
“peace and tranquility”) give us easy access to Sentosa Golf
Club, where we play both the recently tuned New Tanjong
Course and the top-100 ranked Serapong Course. Until a
late 2016 renovation, the Tanjong Course was significantly
shorter than Serapong, but the remodel crafted longer holes
and smaller greens, and it now holds its own with the finest
courses in Singapore and Asia. The Serapong Course has a
long-established reputation among the greats and is currently
ranked 58th in the world. Mounds, lakes, challenging bunker
complexes and slick greens will make for great strategic
challenges and a memorable round.
Tour options include visiting the beautifully cultivated Gardens
by the Bay; celebrating the tastes of Singapore at the National
Kitchen; exploring Singapore’s history through art at the
National Gallery; and discovering how the country’s diverse
cultures peacefully coexist as we stroll through Chinatown and
Little India. Capella Singapore

kathmandu, nepal
June 15-16. With five rounds behind us and six ahead, our two
nights in Kathmandu are an ideal opportunity to relax and take
in the sights. Alternatively, take advantage of a rare chance
to golf in Nepal. David McLay Kidd designed Gokarna Forest
Golf Resort in 1999. The scenery, with views of the surrounding
Everest range, is impressive, and the layout and routing make
great use of the mountain topography. Gokarna is sure to be
a fun ride and playing against the backdrop of the majestic
Himalayas is an unforgettable experience.
Accommodations are at the wonderfully distinct Dwarika’s
Hotel, a boutique, family-owned treasure that has been handcrafted with love over three generations. With multiple UNESCO
World Heritage sites in the Kathmandu Valley—including Hindu
temples and the Royal Cities of Patan and Kathmandu—our day
of exploration will be full and rewarding. Admire Boudhanath,
the largest stupa (a type of Buddhist temple) in Nepal, before
exploring the ancient temples and palaces of Bhaktapur, with
the vibrant Durbar Square. The highlight of our stop in Nepal
will be a heli-tour of Mount Everest and breakfast at the top of
the world in Kongde Lodge, which overlooks the Everest Range.
Dwarika’s Hotel

almaty, kaZakhstan
June 17-19. Kazakhstan’s largest city, Almaty, is set in the foothills
of the Trans-Ili Alatau Mountains. The modern city features two
courses: Nurtau Golf Club and Zhailjau Golf Club, an Arnold
Palmer design that is a fixture on the European Challenge Tour.
Both courses are wonderful parkland layouts surrounded by
spectacular mountain vistas; true gems on our Golf Around the
World Tour.

Scandinavian Golf Club, Denmark

Off the course, we immerse ourselves in Kazakh culture at a
local market and explore folk music traditions at Kazakhstan’s
Musical Instrument Museum. We also visit a center for the
breeding and training of raptors, where locals maintain the
1,000-year-old Kazakh tradition of hunting with birds of prey.
The Ritz-Carlton, Almaty

copenhagen, denmark

June 20-22. Our penultimate stop in Copenhagen includes
not only brilliant golf and cultural sights, but also luxurious
accommodations at Hotel d’Angleterre, ideally situated in this
fine dining capital of Scandinavia. Play is at the Scandinavian
Golf Club, a modern 36-hole Robert Trent Jones, II facility.
Both the Old Course and New Course are parkland designs
seamlessly woven into the natural setting. Pristinely
conditioned, situated among forests and wetlands, the courses
are punctuated with a modern and inviting Scandinavian-style
clubhouse that overlooks the finishing holes.
In Copenhagen, a city that abounds with history and culture,
we enjoy a private cruise through the canals, a visit to
Rosenborg Castle and the nearby museum district, and a
guided tour of the Royal Copenhagen porcelain factory.
Rounding out our explorations, we visit the old city, Town Hall
Square, Nyhavn Harbor and Tivoli Gardens. Hotel d’Angleterre

Golf de Morfontaine, France

Château de Chantilly, France

Chantilly, France

June 23-25. Our final stop in Chantilly features three nights in
one of our favorite boutique hotels and play on two gems in the
French countryside: Golf de Chantilly and, by special invitation,
Golf de Morfontaine, one of the world’s top 100 courses
and the top-ranked course in continental Europe. Both are
traditional Tom Simpson designs, though Kyle Phillips recently
completed some minor renovations at Morfontaine. The setting
at both venues is magnificent, the conditioning superb. These
exclusive and private courses don’t seek the limelight, so may
be off the radar of many golfers, but they make the perfect
finish to our golfing journey around the world.
In addition to golf, we visit the historic Château de Chantilly,
its wonderful gardens, exhibits and the Great Stables. Our
proximity to Paris allows for exploration of its cultural
highlights and the occasion to dine in Michelin-starred venues.
Auberge du Jeu de Paume

Paris, France

June 26. We transfer from Chantilly to nearby Paris, where you
can connect to your independent flight home.

Fly by private jet
Experience the comfort and ease of traveling by
private jet on this extraordinary golf expedition.

Kalos Golf is partnering with TCS World Travel, the world
leader in private jet expeditions, on this Golf Around the
World tour. TCS World Travel’s custom-configured Boeing
757 private jet offers the utmost in comfort and amenities
for our small group of only 51 guests, such as 180-degree
Italian leather flatbed seats, exclusively designed for the jet.
Kalos Golf guests will also enjoy highly personalized
service on board. A talented set of professionals, including
a doctor and seasoned golf directors from Kalos Golf,
ensure a worry-free journey. Additionally, an experienced
expedition team handles the logistics—luggage, golf bags
and all airport formalities—so everything appears in your
room ready to go. Flying direct between these beautiful
destinations also saves hours, which means more time for
golf and touring.

The Boeing 757 private jet
also features:
• 6.5 feet of personal space in full-seat recline
• On-demand in-flight entertainment
• Bose® noise-canceling headsets
• In-seat power outlets and USB ports keep all
gadgets charged and ready
• Delicious, in-season menus developed by an
executive chef using only the freshest local
ingredients from each stop

For more information or to
reserve space, please contact:
Kalos Golf
1504 East Franklin Street, Suite 200
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
Phone: 919.942.3464 • Fax: 919.929.3326
info@KalosGolf.com • KalosGolf.com

Cost per person, double occupancy
Golf Passenger: $115,950
Touring only Passenger: $109,950
Single Supplement: $9,000
Airfare to Vancouver, British Columbia and from Paris,
France is not included. For your protection and peace of
mind, all payments are secured in an escrow account that
is fully insured by the U.S. government.

